Position: Truck Driver
Location: Bleiswijk, Waddinxveen or Sassenheim in the Netherlands
Bentvelzen Transport, Bleiswijk, the Netherlands, is looking for truckdrivers.
Bentvelzen Transport is a medium-sized transport company with a focus on retail distribution for
various supermarket chains. With thirty of our own tractor/trailer combinations, we transport more
than a million roll containers to various stores in the Netherlands every year. In addition, we drive
more than 25 units for an international freight company. These are fixed routes, both nationally
and internationally, and this transport is carried out by railcar, tractor-trailer and combinations. We
also drive for 1 of the largest waste processors in our country. We do this with 2 walking floors
and various motor vehicles for the "container outlet".
• See the video about Bentvelzen Transport on http://bitly.ws/sfXq

Main tasks / responsibilities
➢ We are looking for afternoon and evening drivers for Bleiswijk. This concerns trips to
supermarkets in the east of the country, so you have to like a bit of steering!
➢ For Waddinxveen we are looking for night drivers with ADR. This concerns transport with
swap bodies and also longer routes.
➢ As a truck driver you ensure correct and timely delivery of the goods to the branches of our
customer. You supply the supermarket branches with food from the distribution center.
➢ You drive various regional routes with a tractor/trailer. Loading and unloading with roll
containers at the DC and at the branches is also part of your job! The orders are often heavy
so it is important that you are in good physical condition!
➢ You also take care of the associated administration. The supermarkets you supply are your
customers and you are partly responsible for delivering the right amount of goods at the right
time, in which you act as a host towards the branches. While driving, safety and 'the new
driving' are at the top of your priority list.

Required profile:
➢ You are in possession of a CE driving license with Code 95 (possibility of further training Code
95) and a valid driver card (and possibly ADR) OR a C driving license and willingness to learn
➢ You have at least 1 year of driving experience with a trailer
➢ You can work independently as well as in a team
➢ You are flexible
➢ English (basic and willingness to learn)
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The company offers:
➢ Salary in accordance with the collective labor agreement
✓ Someone with license C will be in C (C is from 2118,74 till 2680,85)
✓ Someone with license CE will be in D (D is from 2255,74 till 2854,20)
➢ There will also be an allowance, Pension scheme and holiday pay
➢ Working in a collegial atmosphere at a financially healthy family business
➢ The prospect of a permanent contract, starting with a contract for 7 months
➢ Working hours: 40, with the possibility to work part time
➢ Employer doesn’t provide accommodation but is willing to think along/support in the search for

How to apply: send your application to EURES Netherlands, att. Marleen Houtman, at
marleen.houtman@uwv.nl and given knowledge to EURES Portugal José
Bento by email: euresPToutgoing@iefp.pt as soon as possible.

Further info: on the company: https://bentvelzentransport.nl/
Marleen Houtman (EURES advisor), marleen.houtman@uwv.nl

Employer will be able to interview a candidate through Teams/online, or face to face.
Please apply before October 31st
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